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Ansrnacr
Pollucite, the only caesium silicate mineral knoll.n, is recorded from a new locality.
It has a refractive index of 1.5173 (Na light) and the dispers ion np - ns: .Q083.A chemical
analysis oI the mineral is given and from a consideration of this and other available
analyses, it appears that an isomorphous series exists between pollucite and analcite.
This series results from the isomorphous replacement of Cs+ by Na+ rT'ith the concomitant
introduction of a water molecule into the unit cell. The variation of the refractive index
within this seriesis shown graphically. Some dehydration results obtained on the pollucite
from Karibib are briefly discussed.

INrnopucrroN
The first known occurrence of pollucite in Southern Africa came to
light recently when a specimen submitted to the Geological Survey by
Mr. F. J. Joostet was found to consist mainly of this mineral. According
to Mr. Jooste the pollucite, of which he consideredsome twenty-five tons
to be available, was discoveredon the farm Okongava Ost No. 72, approximately seven miles S.S.E. of the town of Karibib in South West
Africa. Subsequentlyfurther prospecting work was done, though it is not
known whether additional tonnages have been proved.
The pollucite is associatedwith lithium minerals in pegmatites, thus
once again illustrating its characteristic paragenesis.De Kock (1), who
described the lepidolite deposits of the Karibib area in 1932, found the
more important of them to be grouped on and around the farm Okongava
ost No. 72. In addition to lepidolite, petalite and amblygonite are found
here in exploitable quantities.
Because of pressure of work it has not been found possible to visit
these deposits,so that the present paper will necessarilybe confi.nedto a
description of the mineralogical and chemical properties of the pollucite.
MrNBner,ocv
The massive pollucite from Karibib is traversed by numerous thin
white veins up to a millimetre in thickness. These veins are composed
mainly of an extremely fine-grained clay-like mineral which is anisotropic
with n:l.55-1.56. Veins of lepidolite of the order of 4 millimetres thick
and some gvartz are also present in the pollucite available for study.
* Published by permission of the Hon. the Minister for Mines'
West Africa'
t Managing Director. Jooste Lithium Mines (Pty') Ltd', Karibib, South
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Physical Properties
The pollucite is perfectly colorless, glassy clear and fully isotropic.
The refractive index, determined by measuring the angle of minimum
deviation on a small prism specially prepared for the purpose, is 1.5173
+.0002 (Na light). The dispersion, similarly obtained, is given graphically in Fig. 1. The specific gravity, determined by suspensionof pure
fragments of pollucite in a solution of bromoform and alcohol, was found
to be2.865*.005.
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Frc. 1. Dispersion
curveof pollucitefrom Karibib,S. W. A.
Chemi.cal Comp ositiott.
For analytical purposespure fragments of pollucite were selectedfrom
crushed material under a binocular microscope.In this way pollucite of
ideal purity was obtained.
A qualitative spectrographic analysis of the pollucite by Dr. B. Wasserstein of the Geological Survey yielded the following results:-
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Presmt:Cs,Na, Al, Si, Rb,Tl, K
Trace: Li, Ga.
Absmt: Sr,Ca,Mg, Mn, Fe,F, B, Ti, V, Cr, Pb'
The chemical analysis given in Table 1 was done by Dr. C. F' J. van
der Walt of the Division of Chemical Services, Pretoria. The micromethod employed by him to determine CszOand RbrO+K2O is based on
a method describedin "The Analysis of Minerals and Ores of the Rarer
Elements" (2nd Ed.) by W. R. Schoellerand A. R. Powell (Griffin and
Co. Ltd., London. 1940).
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* Calculated as RbzO
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Chemical analysis by C. F. J. van der WaIt.
Molecular proportions.
Atomic proportions.
Calculation of formula on a water-free basis of O:96.
'
Theoretical composition for pollucite with the unit cell CsroNadluSiaoOm 6H:O'

The crystal structure of pollucite has been investigated by Strunz (2)
and N6ray-Szab6 (3), and it appears to be accepted that the unit cell
contains 96 atoms of O (water-freebasis) and that Si+Al:48' In the
ideal case 2Al:Si, though to what extent the actual formulae may depart from the theoretical as far as this consideration is concerned, will
be shown later. The unit cell formula for the pollucite from Karibib, calculated from the analysison the basis of O:96, is as follows:
6HzO
CsroNaeAlreSiarOso'
AND PoLLUcrrE
TrrB RBr-erroNSHrPoF ANALCTTE
Various authors have commented on the similarity of pollucite and
analcite. The unit cell of analcite has the symmetry of the space group
Onro(7,15),and that of pollucite Onlo-Ia3d' or Dn2o-14/acd'(2,3). The
respectivesizesof the unit cellsare to all intents and purposessimilar, viz.
p o l l u c i t ea o : 1 3 . 6 4 - 1 3 . 7 4 A ( 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) a n d a n a l c i t ed o : 1 3 . 6 3A ( 7 ) '
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The unit cell formula for analcite is NaroAlroSiszOgo.l6H2O
and that of
"ideal" pollucite has been given by Strunz (2) as CsroAhoSL2gnu.gllrg.
rt will be shown in the following pages however, that the unit cell of
sodium-free pollucite should not contain any water.

caesium and in analcite the sodium ions occupy the 16-fold positions
(***) etc., while the water molecules partially occupy the 24-fold positions (0]$) etc. Taylor, however, maintains that in analcite the 16 sodium
ions are distributed at random over the 24-foldpositions (0
+ +) etc., and
the water moleculesoccupy the 16-fold positions (f $ f ) etc.
rn the past investigations have not indicated cs and Na separately in
the formulae for pollucite, thereby missing a rather interesting relationship. The pollucite analyseswhich were available in 1938 are quoted by
Quensel (8). Three later analyses are given by Richmond and Gonyer
(5). These analysesmay be consulted by referring to the two above mentioned publications.
The unit cell formulae given below were calculated from some of these
analyseson the water-freebasis of o:96 and adjusted slightly in some
instancesto satisfy the condition AI+Si:48. fn this caseit may readily
be seen that Csf Na must be equal to the number of Al atoms given in
the unit cell formula, so as to satisfy the valencies.Here Cs*Ca*K
f Mgf Rb is given as Cs, Naf Li as Na and in a few instancesAl*Fe
as Al. It may be as well to mention that in these chemical analysesCaO,
MgO, KrO, FezOsand LizO are occasionally present only in very small
amounts' usually well below 0.5/6 each. The presenceof these elements
in some casesmay probably be ascribed to impurities present in the pollucite analyzed.
For the unit cell formulae given below only analyseswere used where
the original referencescould be consulted:
Local,ities
A. CsuNarAlrsi$Osc. 4H2O.

B. CsrNaEAlrsSiB3Oeo.
sHrO
C. CsuNasAlrnSia4Oeo5H2O
D. CsroNa+Alusfu4os'6HrO
gHrO
E. CszNazAluSi34oe6.

i.
ii.
iii.
i.
ii.
i.
ii.
i.

Tamminen Quarry, Greenwood, Maine (5).
Rumford, Maine (13).
Hebron, Maine (14).
Leominster, Massachusetts. (5)
VarutrAsk, Sweden (8).
Karibib, South West Africa.
Elba (6).
Oxford Milling and Mining Co. Quarry, Greenwood,
Maine (5).
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In some instances a formula slightly modified from that given above
would also satisfy the relevant analyses sufficiently well to be accepted.
This is, however, of secondary importance as these alternative formulae
would do equally well to illustrate the relationship between analcite and
pollucite.
From these formulae the following relationships may be deduced:
1. The number of Cs ions is inversely proportional to the number of
Na ions in the unit cell.
2. Cs+*HzO: 16.
In view of the importance of the secondrelationship, it may be as well
to give the actual values obtained (Table 2) in calculating the unit cell
formulae. The total of Cs+*HzO is considered to be constant at 16
within the range of experimental error.
Teerr 2
r,

i
Cs
HrO

12 4l
3.82

7. 3 8
8.69

Total

16.23

16.07

(In the case of formula D ii, the analysis shows 0.72/6 CaO and 0.77Vo FezOt. This
total shows the greatest deviation from the average total of 16.)

From the formulae it will be seen that when one sodium ion replaces
one caesium ion, there is a concomitant introduction of a molecule of
water into the unit cell. It is interesting to note that the replacement suggestedhere involves two ions whose ionic radii are by no means comparable:thatof Cs+is 1.65 A, while that of Na+ is 0.9S A (Goldschmidt).
The most obvious explanation for this unique type of replacement would
be that when Na+ is substituted for Cs+, ,,free,, space would be left by
the latter which would facilitate or permit the introduction of a water
molecule into the unit cell. In this case the structure for pollucite and
analcite as proposed by N6ray-Szab6 would appear to be more acceptable
than that advanced by Taylor.
Thus an isomorphous series,at least of limited miscibility, exists between analcite and pollucite, and is effected by the isomorphous replacement of Cs+ by Na+, with the accompanying introduction of a water
molecule. The miscibility of pollucite and analicite is thought to depend
more on the composition of the mineralizing solutions at the time of
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formation, rather than on any inherent characteristics of the respective
unit cells.
Omitting for the purpose any replacement affecting the Al and Si io.ns,
theoretical end members of the series.with idealized unit cell formulae as
follows, are obtained.
Pollucite
Analcite

CsroAlrcSi:roso.
NaroAlroSiazogo'16HrO

Thus it will be seen that the unit cell of sodium-free pollucite should
not contain any water, and that it is therefore not a zeolitic mineral.
With analcite which is a typical zeolite, it forms a serieswhich becomes
progressivelymore zeolitic as the analcite end of the seriesis approached.
The seriesmay be represented by the following generalized theoretical
formula where r:0 in pollucite and #: 16 in analcite
Csro-,Na,AlreSisrOm'rHio

(i)

The ReplacementA.fecting the Al and.Si ions
In the determination of the replacement affecting the Al and Si ions,
forrnula A may be taken as an example:
CsrzNa:AlrsSis:Ose'4II2O

(ii)

and comparedwith the nearesttheoreticalformulae (seei)
CsrzNarAlroSi:rOm'4H:O
CsuNa:AlreSirzOs63H2O

(iii)
(i")

The following replacementsmay therefore be consideredto have taken
place:
(ii) and (iii)
(ii) and (iv)

1trP+{lltla+ by Sia+
1,{le+{lQs+ by lSia+*1II:O.

Similarly in formulae C, D and E
2Alr++2Na+
by 2Sia+
or

2Al3++2Cs+ by 2Sia+*2HiO.

It is interesting to note that the reverse replacements to those indicated above do not take place. This is in agreement with the conception
of ionic replacement according to comparable ionic radii.
A generalized formula for the analcite-pollucite series, taking these
replacementsinto consideration, may be written as follows:
Csrp'Na,-oAlrpeSi:r+sOsc tHzO

(v)

wherer: 0 and y: g for the theoreticalend-memberpollucite.
When r:16 and y:0 the ideai analciteformula is obtained.As can be
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seenfrom the formulae, y is either I or 2, and in ideai analcite and polIucite equal to zero.
Richmond and Gonyer (5) proposed the formula Csra+"Alu(Al,Si)saOgo'
4-9H2O for pollucite. Here r--0, I or 2. As this formula fails to expressthe relationship of Cs+ to Na+ and Hro, formula (v) should be more
acceptable.
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l'rc. 2. Variation of the refractive index in the pollucite-analcite series'

In Fig. 2 the variation of the refractive index with the water content of
the pollucite-analcite seriesis shown by means of the graph JG, where J
represents the interpolated refractive index (1.532) of water-free and
sodium-free pollucite. The point G represents pure analcite. Fleischer
and Ksanda (9) and Strunz (2) have shown that the refractive index of
pollucite is lowered on dehydration. The dotted lines ,48, CD, EF and
Gf1 representthe changesundergoneby the refractive indices of pollucite
from Hebron (9), Elba (9) and South West Africa and that of analcite
(Fassathal, Tyrol) on dehydration. For the loss of every I.46T0 HzO in
pollucite and 1.66/e HzO in analcite, na is lowered by 0.01.
Tne DBnvlRATroN or PoLLUCTTE
This subject was studied carefully by Fleischer and Ksanda (9) who
came to the conclusion that "the shape of the dehydration curve is not,
in this case at least, a reliable means of deciding the role of water in a
mineral." From other considerations,such as the similarity of the rota-
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tion powder spectrum photographs of natural and dehydrated poilucite,
the difficulty of dehydration and rehydration, the latter even under high
temperatures and pressures,led these authors to the conclusion that the
water present in the mineral is not an essentialpart of the crystal lattice.
N6ray-Szab6 (3) is of the opinion that the efiect of dehydration is so
slight, due to the low water content, that no difference will be observed
on the r-ray photographs of the natural and dehydrated material and
that consequently this argument cannot be advanced in the discussionof
the role of water in pollucite. Fleischer and Ksanda (9) have sought to
explain the difficulties of dehydration and rehydration by virtue of the
fact that "the very large caesium ion occupiesmuch of the 'free' spacein
the pollucite structure. This steric effect would also account for the low
water content and for the difficulty of dehydration."
Kenny, Jenny and Brown (10) have shown that particle size is an important factor determining variations in dehydration properties. rn view
of their results the dehydration properties in the present investigation
were determined on two sieved grades of coarsenessof pollucite from
South West Africa. These curves are given in Fig. 3. Approximately 1.5
grams were used in each caseand simultaneously heated in weighed platinum cruciblesin an electric furnace for periods of 24 hours at a time, until
the loss of weight, as compared with the previous weighing, did not exceed 0.03/o, after which the temperature was raised another step. The
crucibles were allowed to cool in a desiccator and weighed.
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Frc. 3. Dehydration curves for pollucite from Karibib, S. W. A.
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As is to be expected the pollucite of grain-size (.07 mm. was much
more readily dehydrated than the coarser material, losing most of its
water in the temperature range 200-400'C., while the coarser material
lost most of its water between 300" and 500oC. It is interesting to note
that whereas the pollucite of finer grain lost 2.6670 the coarser material
lost only 2.2370 HrO. It is thought that the thermal agitation in the
Iatter instance is not sufficient to allow the water molecules to escape
from the interior of these comparatively large grains. It would therefore
seemas if grain size,among others, was an important factor which led to
the different dehydration curves obtained by Strunz (2) and Fleischer
and Ksanda (9). In this connection it may be of interest to mention that
the dehydration curve of the Karibib pollucite of (.07 mm. corresponds
closely to that obtained by Strunz (2) on pollucite (2.58% H2O) from
Elba.
The dehydrated pollucite of ).15(.25 mm. grain size shows decided
though faint signs of anisotropism under the microscope.While this feature is well known in the caseof dehydrated analcite, it has not yet been
mentioned in connection with pollucite. The pollucite used in the past in
dehydration experiments was probably too finely powdered to show any
signs of anisotropism.
In both casesthe dehydration curves of the pollucite from Karibib
seem to indicate that the water is "bound," while the discussionin the
previous section would certainly lead one to the conclusion that the
water is an essentialpart of the crystal lattice, by virtue of the isomorphous replacement of Cs+ by Na+ and the concomitant introduction of a
water molecule into the unit cell. This replacement results in the pollucite-analcite serieswhich this investigation has shown to exist.
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Meeting oJ April, 19, 1941
The president, Mr. Taylor, announced the death of John A. Grenzig, an active member
of the club since 1894. The officers for the following year I'ere elected, as follolr.s:
James A. Taylor, President
Frederick H. Pough, First Vice-President
Robert B. Sosman, Second Vice-President
Cecil H. Kindle, Treasurer
Gilman S. Stanton and John N. Trainer, Directors
Elizabeth Armstrong, Secretary
Dr. Michaei Fleischer of the United States Geological Survey spoke on "The Mineralogy of the Manganese Oxides," reviewing the various oxides and the identification techniques necessary for distinguishing them.
Meeting oJ Moy 17, 1911
The officers gave their annual reports and a club trip to the William Boyce Thompson
collection was planned. The president, Mr. Taylor, announced the death of William H.
McClelland. The speaker of the evening, Dr. Frederick H. Pough, reported on some of the
mineralogical highlights of his recent trip to South America.
Errznnnrn
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